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1: What Are the Benefits of Using Project Management Tools? | Bizfluent
The benefits of project management serve everyone involved in the PM process: the manager who oversees the project,
the client who anxiously awaits for the completed project and the production team which gets the project up and running.

Benefits management is the identification, definition, planning, tracking and realisation of business benefits.
General Delivering benefits is the primary reason why organisations undertake change. A benefit is a positive
and measurable impact of change. However, in some cases there may be unavoidable negative impacts of
change that are acceptable in the context of greater benefits. These are called disbenefits. Benefits can be
tangible e. They may, or may not, also be quantifiable in cash terms e. The forecast benefits of a programme
or project are the basis of its business case. The sponsor owns the business case and is ultimately accountable
for the realisation of the benefits. The tangible and quantifiable benefits will ideally outweigh the costs. It is
dangerous to rely too much on intangible and unquantifiable benefits to justify expenditure. Benefits-driven
change requires proactive management throughout the entire life cycle. An organisation identifies the benefits
it needs and initiates changes that are forecast to deliver benefits. During the change, the organisation needs to
monitor performance indicators that can reliably predict benefits delivery. Day-to-day responsibility for the
implementation of change and realisation of benefits lies with one or more business change managers. The
relationship between the project or programme manager and the business change manager is crucial. The
delivery of outputs and the management of change must be closely coordinated. Benefits management is an
iterative process with five main steps as illustrated in figure 3. Benefits management process Define benefits
management plan: This explains how benefits will be managed. It sets out policies for aspects such as
measurement, roles and responsibilities, priorities and key performance indicators KPIs. Identify and structure
benefits: Requirements are captured from sources such as the project mandate and stakeholders. Benefits
depend on the delivery of outputs and the achievement of outcomes. The interrelationships between these need
to be understood through benefits modelling and mapping. Each benefit and disbenefit should be documented
in terms of priority, interdependencies, value, timescales and ownership. This step involves capturing baseline
measurements and agreeing targets. Baseline measurements identify the current performance of an operation
so that improvements can be measured. The benefits plan illustrates the timeline and milestones for realising
benefits, including any dependencies on project outputs or interactions between benefits. Benefits happen
when something changes. This usually involves permanently changing attitudes and behaviours as well as
physical changes. While implementing change, new opportunities for additional benefits should always be
sought. Changes to the way people work need to be embedded to ensure that benefits continue to be realised.
A business change manager needs to track realisation and ensure that the change is permanent. The bulk of the
benefits may only be realised after a project or programme is completed. Long-term actions and monitoring
for continued realisation should be documented as part of the handover to business-as-usual. Project In most
cases the project ends with the delivery of an output. However, some projects will continue through the
extended project life cycle to deliver measurable benefits. A project needs to be clear from the outset whether
it is delivering outputs or benefits. This will govern how the project is constituted and managed. Where a
project is only responsible for delivering outputs, it must interface with whoever is responsible for delivering
the benefits. This may be a programme, portfolio or business-as-usual organisation. Programme The benefits
associated with strategic organisational change are delivered through programmes of multiple-aligned projects
and change management activity. Such programmes can contain complex interactions between the outputs of
individual projects, outcomes and benefits. The attribution of programme benefits to individual projects and
double counting of benefits across a programme can be difficult issues, particularly where investment
approvals are impacted. These should be approached in a pragmatic way and resolved through effective
mapping and stakeholder consultation. Where appropriate, the benefit should be attributed to a specific project
based on the principle of greatest contribution. It is important to implement a consistent approach to benefits
management across a programme, particularly for consistency of measurement. Without a consistent approach,
it is difficult to aggregate benefits across multiple projects and assess their collective impact on business
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performance across the organisation. Portfolio A portfolio will deliver a collection of strategically-aligned
benefits. It will do this through its component projects and programmes. Strategy mapping helps ensure that
investment decisions, and the scope of each project and programme, are driven by the contribution of benefits
to achieving the operational, organisational or business strategy. A portfolio must have a consistent set of
guidelines for benefits management practices for all programmes and projects, including tracking, forecasting
and reporting. This enables benefits to be compared and aggregated across the portfolio. It also helps to
minimise double counting and facilitates an even-handed investment appraisal. This is essential for the
categorise, prioritise and balance phases of the portfolio life cycle. A well-defined and flexible, portfolio-wide,
policy for benefits management will greatly reduce the work needed to develop governance policies at project
and programme level. At a portfolio level, it is possible to make use of data on the performance of benefits
management e. This can be used to improve benefits management practices by sharing and applying lessons
learned.
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2: The Value of Project Management
Project Management is all about the effective management of change and can benefit an organisation in many ways
because it provides a systematic approach to managing and controlling different types of projects and different types of
change.

If you are familiar with project management you have probably come across program management as well. A
program is a collection of related projects, and sometimes business as usual work too, all aligned to a common
objective. Here are 5 more benefits of running a group of related projects as a program instead of as
unconnected activities. For example, the program manager may putt more resource on one project, to the
detriment of another, if overall this will help the company achieve its goals more quickly. People working on
the project that is slowed down will understand why that is happening and how it helps achieve the bigger
picture. When there is a need for one critical project to take a bit more of the funding pot, you can look across
the program and see if there is any slack or contingency in other projects that would be more usefully
deployed elsewhere. Conflict between individuals and entire projects can be more easily identified and
managed within a program structure because there are clear lines of hierarchy and an overall structure for
governance. This ensures someone is on hand to make decisions about project priorities and prioritization is
often the cause of conflict. The very fact that there is someone looking at this can resolve some conflicts
before they really take hold. Risk management can be coordinated and managed in a structured way. This is
even more so the case when you have a program office who can help maintain logs and action plans on behalf
of the program manager. To give you an example of why visibility at program level is worth it, risk responses
can be shared between projects, so it should cost less to put your mitigation and management plans in place.
Not sure why risk management is worth your time? Check out our guide to the importance of risk
management. For example, one project might deliver something that another project needs before it can start.
These projects are often infrastructure-related or enabling projects but they are just as important as the projects
that come afterwards. A huge benefit of the program management structure is that they can be better managed
when someone has the big picture. The program manager can ensure that projects start and finish at the
optimum times and that outputs from one naturally feed into the start of others when they are required. Project
managers will identify where their project leans on another and flag these to the program manager and the
project office, if you have one. Program management is a skill, but it is one that brings a huge benefit to
organizations that take the time to invest it in and set it up properly. Train up some of your experienced
business change or project managers and start benefitting from a program management structure.
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3: Ten Benefits of Good Project Management - Project Accelerator News
The benefits of good project management serve all those who are involved in the process: the manager who is
responsible for the project, the customer who is anxiously waiting for the completed project and the production team that
gets this project up and running.

For a project manager, risk management is a key process for project control. Armed with a risk log and a
switched on team, the project manager can plan for any eventuality. But risk management is far more than
that. It has far-reaching benefits that can fundamentally change how a management team makes decisions.
Here are 8 of the lesser known, but equally important, benefits of a robust enterprise approach to risk
management. Dovetailing perfectly with any existing Project Management Office processes you already have
in place, good risk management can give you the context for understanding the performance of a project and
contribute to any health checks, peer reviews or audits. A robust approach to managing risk allows teams to
better communicate about project challenges in a more timely way. Risk management practices let the team
spot concerns far earlier. Early awareness of potential problems means that the right people can intervene to
mitigate a problem before it becomes too severe to do anything about. Managing risks before they materialize
makes for fewer sensational headlines but a smoother, more efficient and cost-effective way of running your
business. Being able to access risk information in real time through a project management dashboard means
that decisions are made based on the latest data, not a report that is already out of date before it reaches the
Exec team. Communication is elevated Good risk management elevates the conversation. It creates a point of
discussion between project teams and key senior stakeholders, prompting them to discuss the difficult topics
and deal with potential causes of conflict. Suppliers are involved in the conversations too, as risk responses
necessarily touch on their activities. The conversation can be framed in what is good for the project and the
enterprise, instead of either being too caught up in the detail or affected by internal politics. An increase in
dialogue, and the content of that dialogue, brings the team closer together as a working group. By
incorporating risk management into schedule planning and cost planning you can create scenarios to better
inform what you should be budgeting in terms of extra time, resource and money. Overall this will lead to
fewer cost and time overruns and better quality plans. The expectation of success is set Knowing that risk is
being actively managed sets an expectation for project success. This changes the whole mindset of the team:
The team remains focused With risks being actively tracked and managed, the project team can maintain a
focus on the critical outcomes. Risk management supports this because it serves to highlight where project
outcomes may not be achieved, focusing the team on what to do about that particular concern to get the project
back on track. With risk management shining a light on the areas of challenge within a project, the team can
move swiftly to deal with them, ensuring that actions are taken to mitigate the risk and deliver successfully.
This prevents problems from being overlooked in the busyness of the day-to-day work on a project â€”
especially when those problems appear to be difficult to solve. Clear risk management processes take the
guesswork out of when this should happen. A defined process ensures that important risks are seen and
assessed by the right people at the right time, enabling early action as required to better address a potential
problem. There are many more benefits of good risk management than just these 8 reasons, but take these on
board and you are well on the way to understanding the depth of benefit that risk management can offer your
organization.
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4: Benefits Of Project Management â€“ Benefits Of
Then, you can reap all of the benefits of project management and find greater joy in your employment. Learn more about
project management and what it takes to become certified, so you can start enjoying the benefits as soon as possible.

Save for later Favourite Would you as a project manager like to be able to deliver successful projects more
often and more consistently? Everyone could benefit from a structured approach to project delivery, with
clearly defined roles, a structured lifecycle and supporting processes. The different roles in the project are not
clearly defined, especially the role of senior management in sponsoring the project. Different teams in the
organisation manage projects in their own way, with little sharing of lessons learned or consistency of
approach. Some projects are heroically successful, due to the skills, competence and determination of some
project teams, but this performance is not common for all projects. Project teams re-invent the wheel every
time, using different tools, templates and processes. You seem to be a long way from the APM vision of a
world in which every project succeeds. Following a project management method can help you avoid these and
other common situations that arise from failing to manage projects properly. A method provides the project
management framework to manage the tasks that need to be done. Since projects rely on people and are, by
definition, doing something new there will always be a level of uncertainty but being clear about the roles and
responsibilities, behaviours, competencies, processes and templates can ensure the schedule is accurate, that
adequate resources are available, that everyone understands what is expected of them, what will be delivered
and how much it will cost. Many organisations have found that the main benefits of following a project
management method have been the "soft" or less tangible benefits such as a shared understanding of the stages
in a project lifecycle, with clearly defined responsibilities and specific roles assigned to specific individuals;
especially the roles of senior managers and sponsors in governance and decision taking. Put simply a method
helps you avoid any nasty surprises. A structured approach to project management has been well-proven over
time to help us deliver projects more successfully so there seems little good argument for not using one. If you
need any more persuasion, here are some of the main benefits: Effective decision taking â€” Having clarity on
the roles and expected behaviours of the different players in a project enables effective decision taking.
Confusion over who is accountable for what decisions is one of the main causes of delay in projects. Re-use
saves money and time - Having a clear road map for a project supported by a common set of processes that are
used over and over again for all projects speeds up the project initiation phase and ensures teams and
stakeholders know what is expected of them so projects can be delivered more quickly and so save money.
Project scope is controlled â€” An effective method will help manage scope, which is a common cause of cost
and time over-runs. A project management method helps ensure that client and project team are in agreement
on what will be delivered. The communication processes also means no one is surprised if a risk does occur.
Costs are controlled â€” a more clearly defined project with good time and cost estimates and tracking of
actual costs all help to keep costs under control. Struggling projects are more quickly identified â€” project
management methods reveal those projects that have over-run on time or budget, or those that are no longer on
track to deliver the expected benefits, so that they can be dealt with early on. A happier, more motivated team
â€” projects that are better controlled with fewer unexpected surprises are more enjoyable to work on. And a
happier team will be better motivated and so work more effectively, saving you guessed it time and money.
Do they think the additional time taken to follow processes and techniques adds to the cost so outweighs the
benefits?
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5: The benefits of following a project management method
Project management is a central process in businesses, used to oversee and strategically control specific endeavors. It
takes time and money to manage a project, and the results of project.

Without a clear objective, your project is doomed to fail. It will be difficult to determine milestones and even
more difficult to prioritize tasks. Risk Assessment Know what rocks the snakes are under. Careful project
planning includes performing an assessment of risk. Milestones You will be more likely to hit the important
milestones because you have them scheduled and planned out. Missed milestones or forgotten steps can mean
lost time â€” lots of lost time. Lost time equals lost money. Plan your milestones, determine how much time
they require and schedule accordingly. Learn how to create a milestone by reading Project Resource
Allocation You will know which resources have already been allocated and be able to plan accordingly.
Already allocated or overallocated resources can cause major project stalling. Avoid having your project come
to a standstill by planning ahead of time. Task Dependencies You will know what tasks have dependencies
and be able to schedule accordingly. Not knowing tasks means you do not know task dependencies. Not being
aware of task dependencies leads you to a surprise traffic jam when it comes to getting things done. Working
with Task Relationships to learn how to deal with task dependencies in your project schedule. Communication
Planning facilitates communication. Moreover, important tasks and milestones will be missed and
expectations will not be clear. Make things easy for your team. Avoid Scope Creep You can help thwart
overtime. Without proper planning, your schedule will creep to a standstill and overtime will be imminent
when the team has to scramble to get things finished for a client on time. The Bottom Line Your boss will
appreciate that you have planned your project. Not only will he be aware of what the project consists of,
precisely, but he will also know what your budget is, which resources you require, and when he can expect
deliverables to be produced. Client Appreciation Your client will appreciate it. The client can be kept abreast
of what to expect and when. He will recognize and appreciate your organization. With clear
objectives,scheduled milestones and a detailed task list , there should be no confusion about who is to do what.
For a good overview of project planning elements, see creating a project plan.
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6: 15 Benefits of a Project Management Plan - Project Management Hut
Project benefit management is an important area within the project management research. This paper focuses on target
benefits formulationâ€”the first and critical step for successful benefit realization (e.g., Bradley, ).

One such area is the area of project management. For quite a while, project managers were limted to pen and
paper way of managing project. This has quiet a lot of disadvantage as it is rather slow, tedious and somewhat
cumbersome. But as the world evolves, project management has been simplified with the advent of project
management software. Project management software has been around for quiet a while and is making the art
of project management a very interesting field as well as making life bearable for clients and project
managers. So, sit back and relax as we will walk you through some benefit of project management software.
Web enabled project management can make your project groups more reliable and productive. Exactly what
are the challenges of handling projects without online project management? What are the benefit of project
management software? Up until just recently, project management was housed within functional groups and
departments. One pattern is that lots of mid-market business are beginning to produce project management
workplaces PMOs like the Fortune corporations have prior to them. We are seeing a trend which validates the
notion that the project management office should have to be its own company instead of being lumped inside
of individual, practical departments. They were working on a project and showed management abilities, and
were consequently promoted to the project management role. What Is a Project Management Software?
Although project management software is used is a variety of ways, its primary function is to help with the
preparation and tracking of project components, stakeholders and resources. Project management software
deals with the following primary functions: To define a project schedule, a project manager PM might make
use of the software to map project tasks and visually describe task interactions. Allows for the creation and
task of tasks, deadlines and status reports. Productivity is increased via a main document repository accessed
by project stakeholders. Project timelines include set up meetings, activity dates and contacts that should
instantly upgrade throughout all PM and stakeholder calendars. Project management software helps with bug
and mistake reporting, viewing, informing and upgrading for stakeholders. Software needs to have the
capability to track time for all tasks preserve records for third-party experts. Shall we now proceed to the
benefit of project management software. Advantages of Using a Project Management Software. Team up on
Projects. Staff members in creative agency are frequently appointed specific jobs that are a part of a bigger
project an entire team is working to complete. Project management software gives workers a way to work
together on jobs by sharing files, timelines and status updates. As a creative agency business owner, you likely
weigh the understanding, abilities and capabilities of employees before delegating tasks to them. You can
however use project management software to quickly entrust tasks to the proper staff members. By appointing
roles in the system, each worker has access to needed information and knows who they need to call if they
have questions or concerns, or need info about a specific topic. Another benefit of project management
software is that it gives project managers the privilege to include a start and anticipated completion date to
projects and jobs they include in this creative agency software. This information notifies employees to
upcoming due dates, enabling them to handle their time properly to finish tasks before or on the listed due
date. Keep track of the progress of jobs with this top creative agency software. When training brand-new
employee and presenting them to jobs your company works on, project management software provides a
picture snapshot of the project you can share to get new personnel up-to-speed. With this benefit of project
management software the pictures allow you to reveal workers the project from start to complete, offer them
background info and let them know how the project will move on Interact with Clients and Vendors. Another
benefit of project management software is that it enables companies to share and work together with
customers, clients and suppliers in addition to employees. Business using project management software can
supply their clients with usernames and passwords offering them access to project files. Clients can offer
comments, make corrections, edits and evaluation of progress. Web-based creative agency software allows all
project employee to develop, access, edit, and update tasks and jobs from any internet browser on the planet,
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at any time. From there the tasks may be updated. Instead of project managers losing important time
requesting for updates from employee, project resources members are empowered to upgrade their tasks as
they complete them. A web-enabled project option also supplies presence and openness for project managers,
sponsors and executives. As project and job information is posted in real-time, is ends up being clear which
team resources are getting their tasks completed and which are not. This ultimately equates into enhanced
accountability by all on the team. Another benefit of project management software that you will stand to gain.
Visibility is a lot more critical as project groups are geographically dispersed and not centralized. An example
to illustrate the benefit of project management software: All centralized, web options offer much required
collective zones for employee to post remarks, files, upload e-mails and other assets. The value is that the
whole history of the project is kept in one place, so when the inevitable change of resources occurs, the
brand-new employee can read, examine and get up to speed quickly. Benefit of Project Management There is
no reason that a team of any size, even if they have a small budget plan, cannot use a project management
software. As a matter of fact, there are many project management software that caters for any available
number of project team with pricing plan corresponding to the users of the project management software.
Web-enabled or as needed options are readily available in three tiers: The low end project management tools
can be fairly enough for lots of little project teams. They offer basic partnership zones, task lists and some
resource management. The mid-market project and resource management solutions are more robust in
function set, typically including advanced scheduling performance that Microsoft Project users are familiar
with and require. They will have richer resource management, file management and reporting functions. The
high end profile and project management systems are more complicated and created for larger teams whose
whole project team is more mature and disciplined in terms of its project management processes and
approaches.
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7: 5 benefits of agile project management you must know about | Apiumhub
If you are not using project management software for your business, chances are that you are doing a lot more work
than necessary, but not making a lot of profit because you are wasting a lot of time on the little things. When you use the
right tools, this is something you don't really have to.

But what is a Network Diagram? Network diagrams tell if an activity will start before, after or at the same
time with another activity. In this article, we are going to list the 6 benefits of using Network Diagrams. What
are the benefits of Network Diagrams? If you are in the process of application for PMP , you must be already
aware that Network diagrams are very useful for the projects in many ways. During this lecture, we will go
over the major benefits of network diagrams. Network Diagrams help justify your time estimate for the
project. Since network diagram of a project shows how activities are interrelated with each other from the
beginning of the project till the end, it will be very beneficial for calculating the overall project duration. After
the critical path of the project is determined, activities on the critical path will give us the total duration of the
project respectively. Network Diagrams aid in planning, organizing and controlling. Since all project activities
are shown in sequence with relevant interrelationships, the network diagram of a project will help the project
manager and team during planning and organizing. Network diagram will be useful during project execution
as well since it is a snapshot of the project activities tied with the dependencies. Network diagrams show
interdependencies of activities. Since interdependencies of activities are visible in the network diagram, it will
be easier to see which activity can start after which one, which activity depends on each other, predecessors
and successors of each activity etc. Network Diagrams show workflow of the project activities. So the project
team will know the sequence of activities. At a certain point in the project, it will be easier to see in the
network diagram what has been accomplished and the remaining activities and their interdependencies with
each other. Network diagrams identify opportunities to compress the schedule. You may need to shorten the
duration of the remaining activities in a project. This can be because your project is behind schedule and in
order to complete the project on time, you need to compress the schedule. In this case, since network diagrams
show the order of the activities and durations, it will be easier to focus on how to compress the remaining
activities in the project. Network diagrams show project progress. Since it shows the order of activities in a
project and total path from the beginning of the project till the end, it is a good instrument for showing the
project progress. So these 6 benefits of using a network diagram show that, in Time management, estimating
the project duration, knowing the interdependencies between the activities, being able to see the workflow are
really important. Furthermore, a network diagram can help the project team and the project manager to see the
opportunities to shorten the duration of the project and also see the progress in general.
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8: Benefits of Using Project Management Software | www.enganchecubano.com
Following a project management method can help you avoid these and other common situations that arise from failing to
manage projects properly. A method provides the project management framework to manage the tasks that need to be
done.

Understanding benefits of professional management is not difficult, but they often get dressed up that way. At
its base lies the basic organisation skills that are necessary to succeed in any project. Which is the reason why
many managers fail to understand its concept and resist investing in good quality project management courses
to better learn how to perform their job. A project can be managed efficiently using a set of tools. Better
efficiency in delivering services-Efficient management can provide a roadmap that can be easily followed and
may lead to project completion. Improved customer satisfaction-Whenever you complete any project on time
and within budget, the customer will walk away satisfied and happy. Greater awareness about your business
means greater sales and profits. Enhanced efficacy in delivering services-The strategies you used to complete
one project will serve you for many future projects. Improved development and growth within your
team-Positive results from your project will inspire your team and it will continue to look for ways to perform
in a more efficient way. Greater competitive edge and standing-The benefits of efficient management of any
projects are visible not only within the workplace, but outside as well. Good performance leads to even more
opportunities to succeed. Better flexibility-The biggest benefit of efficient management is ultimate flexibility.
It allows you to firmly map out your strategies on how you want your project to get completed. But, the
biggest benefit of this organisation is that when you discover any smarter direction, you can immediately take
it. For all types of companies, this alone is worth the cost of admission. Increase in quality-With enhanced
effectiveness, there is will considerable increase in quality. Increased risk assessment-When all project players
are lined up and your strategy is in place, then all potential risks will jump out and may slap your in your face.
Efficient management of projects helps you in assessing the risks and warns you in time, even before you start
working on any project. Increased productivity-Increase in quality and better management will automatically
lead to greater productivity. With successful implementation of various strategies for management of any
project, you can narrow down your focus, reach your goals within the set time and cost perimeters. Finally,
everybody in the team comes out as winner, which is the biggest benefit of project management. To deliver
these benefits of project management, you or your team may need the support of a project management course.
Parallel Project Training offer training courses with are highly practical engaging and informative. As an
accredited APM training provider and PMI registered education provider then you can be sure of the quality of
the training you will receive.
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9: 6 Benefits of Network Diagrams - Master of Project Academy Blog
Advantages of project management Project management is a powerful business tool that can deliver many advantages
to businesses of all sizes. It gives you repeatable processes, guidelines and techniques to help you manage the people
and the work involved in you projects.

At its foundation lies a bedrock of basic organizational skills, which - come to think of it - might as well be
rocket science the way some managers grapple with the concept. Additionally, the production team is able to
take a stake in something, work with it and see a project through from start to finish. So right off the bat you
have the Holy Trinity of Project Management: Your personal mileage with these benefits may vary. Better
Efficiency in Delivering Services: Whenever you get a project done on time and under budget, the client walks
away happy. Enhanced Effectiveness in Delivering Services: The same strategies that allowed you to
successfully complete one project will serve you many times over. Improved Growth and Development
Within your Team: Positive results not only command respect but more often than not inspire your team to
continue to look for ways to perform more efficiently. Greater Standing and Competitive Edge: This is not
only a good benefit of project management within the workplace but outside of it as well; word travels fast
and there is nothing like superior performance to secure your place in the marketplace. Opportunities to
Expand your Services: A by-product of greater standing. Great performance leads to more opportunities to
succeed. Perhaps one of the greatest benefits of project management is that it allows for flexibility. Sure
project management allows you to map out the strategy you want to take see your project completed. But the
beauty of such organization is that if you discover a smarter direction to take, you can take it. For many
small-to-midsize companies, this alone is worth the price of admission. When all the players are lined up and
your strategy is in place potential risks will jump out and slap you in the face. Project management provides a
red flag at the right time: Goes hand-in-hand with enhanced effectiveness. I saved the best for last. An increase
in quantity is often the result of better efficiency, a simple reminder regarding the benefits of project
management. By implementing fundamental project management strategies, you will narrow your focus, reach
desired goals and achieve those goals within specific time and cost perimeters.
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